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I had the pleasure to meet Jerzy �o± and ooperate with him in 1972, and to be in ontat withhim in the following years. The ooperation meant for me a meeting with a strong sienti� aswell as human personality with exatly formulated and deeply thought-out approah to the senseof mathematis and life. My professional orientation was in�uened by that meeting, and it is agreat honour for me to ontribute to this volume. AuthorAbstrat. Vagueness is one of the phenomena whih annot be separated from the real bar-gaining and ooperative situations. The aim of this paper is to o�er a brief survey of the reentstate-of-art of the modelling of vagueness in oalitional games with transferable utility. It maybe reognized in two omponents of these games, namely, in vague struture of oalitions whereeah player may simultaneously partiipate in several of them, and in vague expetations ofoalitional pay-o�s. Both these ases are desribed in the paper and approahes to inludingthem into the game model are analyzed. An attempt to unify both ases into one uniform modelis disussed as well.1. Introdution. The bargaining and oalitions forming in real ooperative situationsis usually onneted with some kind of vagueness following from the fat that the agree-ments about ooperation are aepted before the real run of the game, and that alsothe expetations of pay-o�s and mutual relations among partiular players are oftenonneted with subjetivity. These fats are not inluded in the lassial models of oop-2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: Primary 91A12; Seondary 03E72.Key words and phrases: game, oalition, TU-game, fuzzy oalition, fuzzy pay-o�, fuzzy lassof games.This paper inludes and analyzes some results and ideas developed under the support of theGrant Ageny of the Czeh Republi (grant No. 402/04/1026), Grant Ageny of the Aademyof Sienes of CR (No. A 1075301) and Projet of Researh Centre (No. 1M0572).The paper is in �nal form and no version of it will be published elsewhere.
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214 M. MAREŠeration and orresponding solution onepts (f. [20, 19, 7℄). Some attempts to treat thephenomenon of unertainty into the oalitional game theory were done with the devel-opment of fuzzy set theory, and they ontinue till now. This paper aims to o�er a briefoverview of the reent state-of-art in this endeavour, and to disuss some open problemsstill existing in this �eld.We limit our attention to the model of games with transferable utility (TU-games)whih is simpler and more luid. Nevertheless, it is useful to keep in mind that some ofthe suggested models (see, e.g. [1, 2, 15℄) are suitable for the games with non-transferableutility (NTU-games), as well.After a brief presentation of the very elementary onepts and notations of both,TU-games and fuzzy sets, the main setion is devoted to partiular models of fuzzinessin ooperative games. The onsidered deterministi model of game is very simple�itonsists of two onepts, oalition and oalitional pay-o� (harateristi funtion), andboth of them an be fuzzi�ed. The fuzzi�ation of oalitions is based on the fat thatmany real players may partiipate in more than one oalition, parallelly. They distributetheir ativity among several groups of partners and ooperate with them with di�erentintensity. The �rst models of games in whih the oalitions are fuzzy subsets of the set ofall players, were suggested in seventieth (see, e.g. [1, 2℄), and they are developed till now([3, 11, 17℄). The fuzzi�ation of the pay-o�s was suggested in the nineties and the �rstresults were summarized in [10℄. Also this model was developed and some modi�ationswere suggested (f. [16℄). An elementary attempt to suggest the fuzzy modi�ation ofooperative market equilibrium was done in [12℄.In the main part of this paper the partiular attempts to the fuzzi�ation of TU-gamesare disussed and some of the still open problems onneted with them are mentioned.Moreover, the possibility of onstrution of a universal fuzzy TU-game overing bothtypes of vagueness is onsidered and its eventual attributes are analyzed.If M is a set then we denote, in the whole paper, by P(M) the lass of all subsetsof M .2. Coalitional game with transferable utility. Let us reall, very brie�y, that aTU-game is de�ned by a pair (I, v), where I = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of players and
v : P(I) → R, where R is the set of real numbers, is the harateristi funtion. Every setof players K ⊂ I is a oalition and the harateristi funtion value v(K) is the expetedtotal pay-o� of oalition K. We suppose that for the empty oalition ∅, v(∅) = 0. Everyreal-valued vetor x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn is alled an imputation.The game is said to be superadditive i� for every pair of disjoint oalitions K, L

v(K ∪L) ≥ v(K)+ v(L), and it is alled onvex i� for every pair of oalitions v(K ∪L)+

v(K ∩ L) ≥ v(K) + v(L).The ore of the game (I, v) is a set of imputations
Cv =

{

x ∈ RI :
∑

i∈I

xi ≤ v(I) and ∀K ⊂ I,
∑

i∈K

xi ≥ v(K)

}

.All these onepts are elementary in the theory of games (see, e.g., [19, 7, 20℄) andthey were realled here to �x the notations.



OPEN TOPICS IN FUZZY COALITIONAL GAMES 2153. Fuzzy set and fuzzy quantity. The onepts of fuzzy set theory will be used, here,for modelling the vagueness of some omponents of TU-games. Let us reall the seminalpaper [21℄ and many others among whih [8, 4, 6, 5℄ will be espeially referred to in thefollowing setions.If U is a non-empty set (sometimes alled universe), then its fuzzy subset A is de�nedby a membership funtion µA : U → [0, 1]. The membership funtion µA is interpretedas a generalization of the harateristi funtion ϕA of the deterministi (also alledrisp) set A ⊂ U , where for eah u ∈ U , ϕA(u) = 0 i� u /∈ A and ϕA(u) = 1 i�
u ∈ A. In the fuzzy set theory, for every u ∈ U , µA(u) = 0 if u ertainly does notbelong to A, µA(u) = 1 if u belongs to A without any doubts, and µA(u) ∈ (0, 1) if themembership of u in A is vague in any sense (subjetive estimation, impreision of data,unspei�ed verbal harateristis, noise, imperfet knowledge, et.) Operations with fuzzysets (omplement, union, intersetion,. . . ) extend the analogous operations with risp sets(see, e.g. [21, 8, 9, 5℄ and many others). For any universum U we denote by F(U) the setof all fuzzy subsets of U .If we put the set of real numbers R for the universum then its fuzzy subset a withmembership funtion µa : R → [0, 1] is alled a fuzzy quantity if� µa(xA) = 1 for some xa ∈ R.� there exist x1, x2 ∈ R, x1 < xa < x2, suh that µa(x) = 0 for all x /∈ [x1, x2].Fuzzy quantities represent the vagueness of quantitative data, typial for many prati-al appliations. They an be proessed by algebraial operations extending the lassialoperations with deterministi (risp) numbers by means of so alled extension priniple(see, e.g., [4, 8, 9, 5℄). For our purpose, we need the operations of addition and produtwith a risp number. If a, b are fuzzy quantities with membership funtions µa, µb, re-spetively, and if r ∈ R is a real number, then the sum a ⊕ b and risp produt r · a arefuzzy quantities, too, with membership funtions

µa⊕b(x) = sup [min(µa(y), µb(x − y))] ,

µr·a(x) = µa(x/r) for r 6= 0, µ0·a(0) = 1, µ0·a(x) = 0 if x 6= 0,for any x ∈ R.The properties of these operations are summarized e.g. in [8, 9℄. Let us stress thatthey are not idential with the algebraial properties of deterministi numbers.The TU-games theory frequently uses the omparison of numerial values. In someof their fuzzi�ed modi�ations dealing with fuzzy pay-o�s we have to ompare fuzzyquantities. As their values are vague, the validity of ordering relations between them willbe vague, as well. It means that fuzzy inequality � is a fuzzy relation over F(R) whihis formally represented by a fuzzy subset of the Cartesian produt F(R) × F(R) withmembership funtion ν� : F(R) × F(R) → [0, 1]. For every pair of fuzzy quantities a, bthe value ν�(a, b) denotes the possibility a � b, and it is de�ned by
ν�(a, b) = sup [min(µa(x), µb(y)) : x, y ∈ R, x ≥ y] .4. Fuzzi�ation of TU-games. Even if the lassial model of TU-game is determin-isti, in many real ooperative situations its both omponents, the oalitions and their



216 M. MAREŠexpetations of pay-o�s, are onneted with some vagueness. In this setion, we brie�ysummarize the main approahes to their fuzzi�ation. In the whole setion, we preservethe notations used in Setion 2.4.1. Fuzzy oalitions. In the real ooperative situations, eah player an partiipate (andusually does) in more than one oalition (investor an alloate his apital in more ompa-nies, researher may partiipate in several projets, there exist part time jobs, et.). Thepartiipation is realized with di�erent intensity, where usually some deal of the player'sativities (time, energy, money, reativity) is loated in the one-player �oalition� of hisprivay. The deterministi TU-game model reolleted in Setion 2 ignores this multilat-erality of interests and in this sense it is not realisti.The �rst attempts to modify the onept of oalition and to inlude ertain vaguenessof the struture of ooperation by means of the fuzzy set theory was done in seventieths(see, e.g., [1, 2℄), and it ontinues (f., [3℄ or [14, 11, 17℄). The fuzzi�ed model is basedon the de�nition of fuzzy oalition as a fuzzy subset of the set I. It means that I is theuniverse in the sense of Setion 3, and eah fuzzy oalition K is haraterized by itsmembership funtion τK : I → [0, 1]. For the simpliity of the following text, we denotethe traditional risp oalitions by K, L, . . ., and their membership funtions τ
K

, τ
L
, . . .,where for eah player i ∈ I, τ

K
(i) = 1 i� i ∈ K, and τ

K
(i) = 0 i� i /∈ K. Due to thenotations introdued in Setions 1 and 3 we denote by P(I) and F(I) the sets of all rispand fuzzy oalitions, respetively.4.1.1. Systems of fuzzy oalitions. The main attention of the existing literature, startingby [1℄ and [2℄ and ontinuously developing (via, e.g., [3℄ and other works) is foused onthe spei�ity of the onept of ore and its modi�ation in the �environment� of fuzzyooperation. Less attention is drawn to suh onepts like onvexity or superadditivity(e.g., the sense of disjointness) for vague oalitions eah of whih regards, in some degree,all or almost all players. Certain, very elementary, attempt to deal with this topi isshown in [14, 11℄ and [17℄.The fundamental analysis of the onept of ore in the TU-games with fuzzy oalitionswas presented in [1℄, already.First, it is neessary to introdue an extension of the harateristi funtion v knownin the deterministi TU-games for the games with fuzzy oalitions. It means that forevery fuzzy oalition K ∈ F(I), there exists a real number v(K) ∈ R representing theexpeted total pay-o� of K. Let us reall that the value v(K) is risp. If τK(i) = 0 for all

i ∈ I then we suppose that v(K) = 0.If τK = (τK(i))i∈I is the membership funtion of K then we may write also v(τK)instead of v(K). Let us suppose that for any real λ > 0, v(λ·τK) = λv(τK) (note that λ·τKin the usual sense of linear algebra need not be a membership funtion; being treated asa general property of positive homogeneity of real funtions over Rn, the above onditionis orret). Then we may extend the funtion v on the system of all non-negative vetors
τ = (τi)i∈I by setting

v(τ ) =
[

∑

i∈I

τi

]

· v

(

τ
∑

i∈I τi

)

, where τ ∈ Rn
+.



OPEN TOPICS IN FUZZY COALITIONAL GAMES 217The general formula an be used for the extension of v on the lass of all fuzzy oalitions.Having introdued the notation, we may say that a real-valued vetor c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈

Rn is bloked by a oalition K with τK if
∑

i∈I

τK(i) ci < v(τK).Following [1℄, we may de�ne the ore of suh fuzzy TU-game as the set of all vetors
c = (ci)i∈I ful�lling

∑

i∈I ci = v(I),for all K ∈ F(I),
∑

i∈I τK(i)ci ≥ v(K).It is possible to prove the following fat (see [1℄, Proposition 2.1)Observation 1. If the funtion v is onave then the ore is onvex, ompat and non-empty.The present model of fuzzy ooperation is relatively well treated in the literature, andit has its priority in the ontext of the TU-games with vague oalitions. Nevertheless,there are several aspets whih deserve more attention. They are mostly onneted withthe attempts to join the traditional interpretation of some onepts of the TU-gametheory with their fuzzi�ed ounterparts.First of all, the onept of the fuzzy oalition as a fuzzy subset of I rather wipes o�the fat that a player ooperates with some partners (more or less intensively) and doesnot with others. That eah oalition represents a ommon �eld of interests and that evenjoint partiipation of two players in more than one oalition means that they have morethan one (maybe even very di�erent) ommon interests. The above oneption of fuzzyoalition means that in priniple, eah player is member of any oalition (sometimes, withvanishing degree of membership).Further, the fuzzy oalitions demand a spei� approah to the onept of their dis-jointness, whenever we attempt to extend the notion of superadditivity on the TU-gameswith fuzzy oalitions. Paper [11℄ o�ers a brief disussion of this problem.The last aspet whih would not be omitted when the games with fuzzy oalitions areonsidered, is the natural relation between using deterministi and fuzzy set theoretialmethods in the proessing of (risp!) pay-o� of (fuzzy!) oalitions. The traditional deter-ministi model is based, naturally, on the additive operations with pay-o�s. On the otherhand, proessing of fuzzy sets is usually based on the monotoniity of the relevant setfuntions. The �nding of adequate ombination of both approahes, however it is brie�ymentioned in [11℄, remains an open �eld of study. Some attempt in this respet was donein [17℄.In the following subsetion we brie�y reall a method whih an be used for modellingthe struture of ooperative relations in the ase of fuzzy oalitions. Nevertheless, it anserve as a starting point of further onsiderations even regarding the disjointness of fuzzyoalitions and additivity/monotoniity relations for pay-o�s of fuzzy oalitions.4.1.2. Fuzzy extensions of oalitions. The usual and quite natural interpretation of fuzzi-ness is that it in some sense extends the risp onepts. In the environment of the oali-



218 M. MAREŠtions forming it means that fuzzy oalitions somehow enrih the struture of ooperativerelations�we may expet some onnetion between fuzzy oalitions and their risp oun-terparts. This onnetion would be re�eted by the pay-o�s, i.e., by the values v(K), aswell. Certain attempt to formulate and disuss these ideas was done in [14℄ and [11℄. Letus brie�y reall its main priniples.Keeping the notations used in Subsetion 4.1.1, it is easy to see that for any fuzzyoalition K ∈ F(I) the vetor τK = (τK(1), . . . , τK(n)) is a point from an n-dimensionalsuperube with verties τ
K

= (τ
K

(1), . . . , τ
K

(n)) representing the risp oalitions K ∈

P(I). Let us note that τ
K

(i) ∈ {0, 1} for any K ∈ P(I) and i ∈ I. Then it is very easyto verify (see [14, 11℄) the followingObservation 2. If K ∈ F(I) is a fuzzy oalition and τK its membership funtion thenthere exist risp oalitions K1, K2, . . . , Km ∈ P(I) and real numbers b1, b2, . . . , bm ∈ [0, 1]suh that b1 + b2 + · · · + bm = 1 and for all i ∈ I

τK(i) = b1 τ
K1

(i) + b1 τ
K1

(i) + b2 τ
K2

(i) + · · · + bm τ
Km

(i). (1)It is also easy to show that there are several sets of risp oalitions and real oe�ientsrepresenting the same fuzzy oalition K by means of onvex ombination (1).Keeping the notation of Observation 2 we say that K1, . . . , Km, b1, . . . , bm is a risprepresentation of fuzzy oalition K.This relation between risp and fuzzy oalitions o�ers a possibility to formulate arule for the pay-o�s v(K) in some degree overing our expetation that fuzzy oalitionsextend their risp patterns. Namely, if K with τK is a fuzzy oalition and K1, . . . , Kmwith τ
K1

, . . . , τ
Km

and real oe�ients b1, . . . , bm is one of its risp representations thenwe denote
u

(

K1, . . . , Km, b1, . . . , bm

)

=

m
∑

i=1

bi v(Ki),and we may demand for v(K) to be equal to maximum of u(K1, . . . , Km, b1, . . . , bm) overall risp representations of K.Observation 3. It an be shown that there exists only one risp representation of anyrisp oalition K, and it is K itself. Consequently, the above ondition does not ontraditthe de�nition of (I, v).The remaining paragraphs of this subsetion inlude a rather heuristi disussion ofa topi whih was not studied in the literature, exept [17℄, and whih represents anopen �eld for further investigation (even if some marginal steps were mentioned in [11℄,already).If I = {1, . . . , n} then we denote by L0, L1, . . . , LN , where N = 2n − 1 and we put,without loss of generality, L0 = ∅, LN = I. If K is a fuzzy oalition and (K1, . . . , Km, b1,

. . . , bm) its risp representation then it is possible to de�ne a real-valued vetor
βk = (β0, β1, . . . , βN )suh that βj ∈ [0, 1] for j = 0, 1, . . . , N , βj = bk if Lj = Kk, and βj = 0 if Lj 6= Kkfor all risp oalitions Kk from the onsidered risp representation of K. The numbers



OPEN TOPICS IN FUZZY COALITIONAL GAMES 219
β0, . . . , βN ful�l all formal properties allowing to onsider the vetor βK for a member-ship funtion over the set of risp oalitions {L0, L1, . . . , Lm}. Consequently, eah fuzzyoalition may be haraterized by a fuzzy subset of the lass of all risp oalitions. Eahsuh haraterization desribes not only whih players do ooperate but also what is thestruture of suh ooperation (and of the interests re�eted by the vague ooperation).In this sense, the membership funtion βK o�ers better strutured and more illustrativeinformation about the interests of the players.Moreover, some fuzzy oalitions may have several risp representations, eah of whihis haraterized by its own fuzzy subset βK of the set of all risp oalitions. They do notdi�er in the degree of partiipation of eah individual player i ∈ I in the oalition K�it isalways desribed by the value τK(i). They di�er in the values β

Lj
for those risp oalitions

Lj for whih i ∈ Lj . The hoie of the vetor βK from those ones orresponding with Kinludes more information about the harater of the onsidered relations between thevaguely ooperating players in the fuzzy oalition K.Perhaps the most attrative feature of the suggested model is the fat that the rispoalitions are a well handled onept and the proessing of their (even if fuzzy) lasses ane�etively use our knowledge of their properties. For example, the superadditivity of fuzzyoalitions an ause some embarrassment regarding the demand of disjointness of (fuzzy)oalitions. Intuitively, we may expet that the disjointness of vague, i.e., fuzzy, objets isto be a fuzzy property but the problem is, how to de�ne its fuzziness. It is possible tosuggest several, more or less natural, approahes to this hallenge. The following appearsto be intuitively aeptable.The fuzzy disjointness is a fuzzy relation, i.e., a fuzzy subset of the set of F(I) ×

F(I) with membership funtion δ : F(I) × F(I) → [0, 1], de�ned for any pair of fuzzyoalitions K, K ′ represented by vetors of membership values β = (β0, . . . , βN ), β′ =

(β′
0, . . . , β

′
n), respetively. The value δ(K, K ′) represents the degree in whih two fuzzyoalitions oordinate similar groups of players.The formal de�nition of the values δ(K, K ′) demands some auxiliary steps speifyingthe ativities of partiular players in the struture of formed ooperation. First of all, letus de�ne for every player i ∈ I and every fuzzy oalitionK with the vetor of memberships

β = (β0, . . . , βN ) the onept of distribution of fuzzy partiipation of player i in K as areal-valued vetor
λK(i) =

(

λK
0 (i), λK

1 (i), . . . , λK
N (i)

)

∈ [0, 1]N+1,where for any j = 0, 1, . . . , N

λK
j (i) =

{

βj if i ∈ Lj ,

0 if i /∈ Lj .Observation 4. For any i ∈ I and K ∈ F(I),
N

∑

j=1

λK
j (i) = τK(i).Observation 5. Obviously, for empty risp oalition L0 = ∅ and any i ∈ I, λ∅

j (i) = 0for all j = 0, 1, . . . , N .



220 M. MAREŠObservation 6. If Lj ∈ P(I) is risp then
λ

Lj

j (i) =

{

1 if i ∈ Lj ,

0 if i /∈ Lj .Having introdued the above auxiliary onept of the distribution of fuzzy partiipa-tion of players in (fuzzy) oalitions, we an formulate the fuzzi�ed onept of disjointnesswith membership funtion δ(K, K ′) for K, K ′ ∈ F(I), and to put
δ(K, K ′) = 1 − max[min(λK

j (i), λK′

k (i)) : i ∈ I, j = 0, 1, . . . , N ].The interpretation of this formula based on the lassial fuzzy set theoretial oneptsis easy. The value δ(K, K ′) represents the fuzzy logial negation of the possibility thatsome group of players (risp oalition) is ative in both fuzzy oalitions K and K ′.Observation 7. If K, L are risp oalitions then
δ(K, L) =

{

1 if K ∩ L = ∅,

0 if K ∩ L 6= ∅.Even the superadditivity may be de�ned as fuzzy property represented by a fuzzysubset of the lass of all TU-games with fuzzy oalitions and with the set of players I. Itsmembership funtion will be denoted by σ and for a game (I, v) the value σ(v) denotingthe possibility that (I, v) is superadditive is de�ned as a possibility that eah pair of fuzzyoalitions K, K ′, suh that
v(K ∪ K ′) < v(K) + v(K ′)is not disjoint. In symbols, it is given by formula

σ(v) = min [1 − δ(K, K ′) : K, K ′ suh that v(K ∪ K ′) < v(K) + v(K ′)] =

= 1 − max [δ(K, K ′) : K, K ′, v(K ∪ K ′) < v(K) + v(K ′)] .Here, K ∪ K ′ means the usual fuzzy-set theoretial union of fuzzy subsets of I.The desribed model of TU-game with fuzzy oalitions is open but it appears promis-ing. It an be useful to test its potential possibilities, e.g., regarding the onepts of ore,onvexity, value and some others. The reent or almost reent results in this �eld aresummarized in [17℄.4.2. Fuzzy expetations of pro�t. In the previous subsetions, we have dealt with fuzzi�-ation of the �rst one of the onepts forming the game. The quite evident possibility tofuzzify even the pay-o�s v(K) for (risp) oalitions was ignored for a relatively long time.The �rst attempts to �ll this gap were done in the late nineties and the basi results aresummarized in [10℄. They were onneted with the inreasing interest in fuzzy data pro-essing and its appliations (see, e.g., [8, 9, 4, 6℄ and many others). This basi model o�ersboth, e�etively appliable results as well as urgent topis for deeper disussion. In thenext two subsetions, we brie�y reollet the model and disuss its possible modi�ationavoiding some of its disrepanies.4.2.1. Pay-o� as fuzzy quantities. The approah presented in [10℄ and developed in someother publiations is based on the priniple that it is not realisti to assume that theplayers exatly know the expeted pay-o�s already in the period of negotiation, it means



OPEN TOPICS IN FUZZY COALITIONAL GAMES 221before the realization of the game. In the real ooperative situations the negotiatingpartners only subjetively estimate their perspetives, and the expetations of the pro�tare more or less vague. This vagueness an be modelled by the tools of fuzzy quantitiestheory.In the model analyzed in [10℄ only the deterministi oalitions are onsidered. Buttheir pay-o�s are not haraterized by risp real numbers v(K) but by fuzzy quantities
w(K) ∈ F(R) whose membership funtions are denoted by µ

K
: R → [0, 1]. The pair

(I, w), where w is a mapping of P(I) in F(R), is alled a fuzzy TU-game.As shown in Setion 3, the algebraial operations and ordering relations with risp realnumbers whih are used in the lassial TU-games have their analogies in the environmentof fuzzy quantities. In priniple, it is rational to aept a paradigm that the result of anyomputation with fuzzy quantities is fuzzy, and that eah property derived from fuzzyvalues is to be vague (i.e., fuzzy), too.In the model of TU-game with fuzzy pay-o�s, the previous priniples mean that, e.g.,the superadditivity will be a vague property. More formally, the fuzzy superadditivity isharaterized by a fuzzy subset of the lass of all fuzzy TU-games. The membership ofthis fuzzy set will be denoted by σ and for any fuzzy game (I, w) its value is de�ned by
σ(w) = max[ν�(w(w(K ∪ L), w(K ⊕ w(L))) : K, L ∈ P(I), K ∩ L = ∅)].The de�nition of other similar properties like fuzzy onvexity is quite analogous (f.[10℄). Even the ore of fuzzy TU-games beomes a fuzzy onept. Namely, it is a fuzzysubset of Rn with membership funtion γC : Rn → [0, 1]. As explained in [10℄, for anyvetor x ∈ Rn the value γC(x) is de�ned by

γ(x) = min
[

ν�

(

w(I),

n
∑

i=1

xi

)

, η(x)
]

where
η(x) = min

[

ν�

(

∑

i∈K

xi, w(K)
)

: K ∈ P(I)
]

(note that any risp real number r ∈ R an be treated as a speial fuzzy quantity withmembership funtion ondensed into a single value; in formulas, µr(r) = 1, µr(x) = 0 for
x 6= r).The properties of the above (and some other) onepts are analyzed in [10℄. The mostsigni�ant for this brief presentation an be summarized inObservation 8. If the fuzzy pay-o�s w(K) are substituted by risp values v(K) thenthe properties of the fuzzy TU-game (I,w) turn into the usual properties of deterministiTU-game (I, v); i.e., fuzzy games really represent fuzzy extensions of the deterministimodel.Even if the similarity of the lassial results with the ones involving fuzziness reduedto their risp �skeleton� is impressive, the general, really fuzzy, TU-games do not preservesome properties of the risp games. It regards, e.g., the relation between (fuzzy) onvexityand (fuzzy) ore, and also some other spei� problems regarding fuzzy onvexity. Almostall those problems follow from the algebraial properties of fuzzy quantities. They are not



222 M. MAREŠidential with the well-known group properties of risp real numbers. Namely, the exis-tene of the opposite element and the distributivity are not guaranteed whih disrepanyan be weakened (but not avoided) by the proper spei�ation of the onept of fuzzyzero (or fuzzy unit) (see [8, 9℄). Nevertheless, their onsequenes for the model of fuzzyTU-games keep rather destrutive, as shown by several examples in [10℄. It means thatthe model desribed in this subsetion is adequate to some features of TU-games withfuzzy pay-o�s but it is desirable to �nd its modi�ation whih would be more universal.We mention it in the next subsetion.4.2.2. Fuzzy lasses of risp games. The approah desribed here was delt, e.g., in [16℄and its modi�ation for non-transferable utility was suggested in [15℄.Let us denote by V the set of all risp oalitional TU-games over the set of players I,and let us onsider a fuzzy TU-game (I, w). Then it is easy to de�ne a fuzzy subset Vwof V with membership funtion πw : V → [0, 1] suh that for any game (I, v) the value
πw(v) is de�ned by

πw(v) = min (µK(v(K)) : K ∈ P(I)) .It represents the possibility that the pay-o�s in all oalitions of (I, w) will be equal tothose of the risp game (I, v). In this way, the fuzzy TU-game is transformed into a fuzzylass of deterministi games Vw.Observation 9. Every fuzzy TU-game (I, w) an be transformed into exatly one fuzzylass of deterministi TU-games and vie-versa.The above transformation allows to formulate the lassial game-theoretial oneptsfor the fuzzy games by means of analogial onepts of deterministi game model withoutloss of the natural vagueness.Let us start with the superadditivity. It is still a fuzzy property represented by a fuzzysubset of the lass of all fuzzy TU-games. If we denote its membership funtion by σ,where for any fuzzy game (I, w) the possibility that it is fuzzy superadditive is
σ(w) = max [πw(v) : (I, v) ∈ V is superadditive] .The fuzzy onvexity and several other onepts an be de�ned in a very analogousway. Namely, it is a fuzzy property presented by fuzzy subset of the lass of all fuzzyTU-games. If we denote its membership funtion by χ then for any (I, w)

χ(w) = sup [πw(v) : (I, v) ∈ V is onvex] .The general priniple of the above method is appliable for a wide sale of situations.For example, even the fuzzy ore of (I, w) an be de�ned by means of the fuzzy lass
Vw. It is a fuzzy subset of Rn with membership funtion γC de�ned for any x ∈ Rn by
γ(x) = max[πw(v) : (I, v) ∈ V, x ∈ Cv], where Cv is the ore of the game (I, v).Observation 10. If the fuzzy game (I, w) is a fuzzy extension of a risp game (I, v) inthe sense that for all K ⊂ I, µK(v(K)) = 1 then the fuzzy superadditivity and fuzzyore of (I, w) are fuzzy extensions of their risp ounterparts in (I, v), i.e., if (I, v) issuperadditive then σ(w) = 1 and if x ∈ Cv then γC(x) = 1. It is true also for otheronepts.



OPEN TOPICS IN FUZZY COALITIONAL GAMES 223Observation 11. The relation between fuzzy onvexity and fuzzy ore of the above typeexists and it is expressed in the form of inequality
χ(w) ≤ sup [γC(x) : x ∈ Rn] .The method of the transformation of fuzzy TU-games into fuzzy lasses of determinis-ti games presented in this subsetion deserves attention. It o�ers a possibility to exploitthe well-known and deeply elaborated results on deterministi games for e�etive pro-essing of unertainty about the expeted pay-o�s. It an be veri�ed that this alternativemodel preserves the useful properties of deterministi games like the relation betweenonvexity and non-emptiness of ore.5. Universal vagueness: why and how? The aim of this ontribution was to summa-rize, even if very brie�y, the main methodologial approahes to the existene of uner-tainty, impreision and vagueness in real ooperative situations modelled by the theoryof oalitional games with transferable utility.We an see that there exist two separated approahes to two soures of fuzziness�in the oalition struture and in the pro�t expetations. These two approahes are notimmediately ompatible even if it an be desirable to onstrut only one unitary model. Ifwe aept the paradigm that the unertainty is a universal attribute of human ativities,no matter if it follows from subjetivity of human reasoning, impreision of our knowledge,vagueness of natural languages or from other resoures. Moreover, one general model ansimplify the omplex proessing and solving various real situations. The endeavour toonstrut suh model has its sense.Another problem is, how to proeed in its onstrution. Of ourse, there is a possi-bility mehanially onnet both previous lassial models. For example, to aept themodel of fuzzy oalitions shown in Subsetion 4.1.1 and to input the fuzzy values of theoalitional pay-o�s due to Subsetion 4.2.1. This proedure is formally orret but it hasalso several evident disrepanies. As we have seen in 4.1.1 and 4.2.1, eah of both �in-put� methods is onneted with some problems regarding, e.g., the disjointness of fuzzyoalitions or the algebraial properties of fuzzy quantities. These problems do not vanishafter the ombination of both approahes into a united model. In fat, they are ombinedin aordane with the ombination of models and their e�et rather inreases.Moreover, the appliation of the fuzzy set theoretial onepts in any originally de-terministi model signi�antly inreases its omplexity and, onsequently, dereases its�exibility and luidity. Relatively simple deterministi onepts are substituted by theirfuzzy ounterparts eah of whih is aompanied by membership funtion and more orless ompliated rules for its proessing. The parallel fuzzi�ation of both omponents ofthe TU-game model, eah of them with its spei� formalism, an (and probably will)result into a model, the omplexity of whih seriously limits its handling and the veri-�ation of its advaned properties exept some very elementary ones. These argumentsinspire the attempts to hoose another strategy for the onstrution of the desired unitedmodel of unertainty in oalitional games.One of potentially possible but not yet tested strategies an be based on the substi-tution of partiular fuzzy elements of the game (oalitions and pay-o�s) by fuzzy lasses



224 M. MAREŠof their deterministi patterns (in the ideal ase by fuzzy lasses of deterministi games).Partial �rst attempts to do so were brie�y shown in Subsetions 4.1.2 and 4.2.2 and alsoin [16℄. The modi�ation and mutual adaptation of these two partiular models aimingto �nd a general one whih an over both of them is still a hallenge for the future.Another approah ombining fuzzy pay-o�s and fuzzy oalitions an be found in [17℄,where it naturally follows from the representation of fuzzy oalitions by fuzzy lasses ofrisp oalitions and from the monotoniity of their pay-o�s. Results shown in [17℄ arereent and their researh ontinues.It is possible to onlude that the endeavour to fuzzify the lassial model of oalitionalTU-games is rational and useful for eventual appliations. It also o�ers interesting topisfor theoretial researh and it an, perhaps, ontribute to the understanding of bargainingand oalitions forming proess.
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